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ABSTRACT

a new and cost-eﬀective option. OTT distribution is especially popular for two kinds of content: streaming of movies
(e.g. Netﬂix), and for providing so-called “catch-up TV” or
“replay TV” service, which makes previously broadcast TV
content available (typically via IP streaming) for on-demand
or time-shifted viewing for a limited period after the original broadcast. Examples of catch-up services include Hulu
in the USA and BBC iPlayer in the UK.
Unlike push-based traditional or “linear” TV, where programs are broadcast on diﬀerent channels according to a
known schedule, and user choice is limited to watching content showing on a channel at a given time, catch-up follows a
pull-based approach, allowing users to choose what to watch
and when to watch. Digital Video Recorders (DVRs, also
known as Personal Video Recorders or PVRs) also support
time-shifted viewing of linear TV by recording the broadcasts on user-local storage. However, users typically need
to preprogram the DVR to record their favourite shows. In
contrast, catch-up enables on-demand access and does not
require users to anticipate what shows they want to have
available for viewing later on.
Because of this ﬂexibility, catch-up is becoming increasingly popular as an alternate or supplement to traditional
TV in certain countries such as the UK. Ofcom, UK’s independent regulator of communications industries, estimates
that catch-up services are used by 44% of UK households [18].
According to Sandvine, BBC iPlayer is the most popular
long-content streaming application in the UK, and second
only to YouTube amongst all streaming video sources [19].
The UK market has several competing catch up TV services
in addition to BBC iPlayer, thus the total impact of Catchup TV on UK’s networks is signiﬁcant.
The traﬃc impact of Catch-up TV is likely to grow further as new devices such as smart and connected TVs become more prevalent. BBC recently observed over 7 million
requests in one month alone from connected TV sets1 , representing an year-on-year increase of over 1000%. Today’s accesses to BBC iPlayer are mainly from computer-based systems. Connected TVs, with their much larger screen sizes,
will require higher ﬁdelity video streams than required for
PC and laptop screens, leading to higher average bit rates
and thereby a larger traﬃc footprint on the network.
Additionally, the trend towards catch-up has increased
the carbon footprint of TV content consumption. This is

“Catch-up”, or on-demand access of previously broadcast TV
content over the public Internet, constitutes a signiﬁcant
fraction of peak time network traﬃc. This paper analyses
consumption patterns of nearly 6 million users of a nationwide deployment of a catch-up TV service, to understand the
network support required. We ﬁnd that catch-up has certain natural scaling properties compared to traditional TV:
The on-demand nature spreads load over time, and users
have much higher completion rates for content streams than
previously reported. Users exhibit strong preferences for serialised content, and for speciﬁc genres.
Exploiting this, we design a Speculative Content Oﬄoading and Recording Engine (SCORE) that predictively records
a personalised set of shows on user-local storage, and thereby
oﬄoads traﬃc that might result from subsequent catch-up
access. Evaluations show that even with a modest storage of
32GB, an oracle with complete knowledge of user consumption can save up to 74% of the energy, and 97% of the peak
bandwidth compared to the current IP streaming-based architecture. In the best case, optimising for energy consumption, SCORE can recover more than 60% of the traﬃc and
energy savings achieved by the oracle. Optimising purely
for traﬃc rather than energy can reduce bandwith by an
additional 5%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Network]: Network
Architecture and Design; C.4 [Performance of Systems]:
[Measurement techniques]; H.4.3 [Information Systems
Applications]: Communications Applications
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, “Over-the-top” (OTT) Television services – distribution of Television (TV) content on the public Internet,
without a dedicated network build out – have emerged as
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Committee (IW3C2). Distribution of these papers is limited to
classroom use, and personal use by others.
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because broadcast has a ﬁxed carbon cost which can be
amortized across its viewers, whereas the carbon footprint
of catch-up streaming grows with each additional user. The
BBC estimates that for all of its channels except one2 , Digital Terrestrial Television (i.e., broadcast TV) has a smaller
per-viewer carbon footprint than catch-up streaming [9].
Using historical access data from nearly 6 million users of
the nationwide live deployment of BBC iPlayer in the United
Kingdom, this paper seeks to understand how the nature
of the catch-up TV workload aﬀects its network footprint,
by comparing with traditional linear TV and DVR usage.
Our contributions are twofold. First, we show that the pullbased nature of catch-up leads to more manageable network
footprint than linear TV, with better network utilisation and
scalability. Second, we ask to what extent on-demand access
can be converted to the pre-recorded time-shifted viewing
model of DVRs by anticipating and predictively recording
broadcasts likely to be accessed on catch-up, and show that
this can be used to signiﬁcantly decrease both the traﬃc and
carbon footprint of catch-up TV.
We begin by characterising how people access content on
catch-up, and what they access. The workload exhibits the
following properties:

by anticipating on-demand catch-up accesses, automatically
recording broadcasts of such items on user-local storage such
as DVRs, and then playing the local copy if accessed ondemand, thereby avoiding network usage.
Because the automatic recordings compete with user requested recordings for storage on DVR-like devices, we assume that only a limited storage is available to SCORE. As
a baseline we use S0 = 32GB, in line with reserved storage
in standards such as YouView [23]. To carefully make use
of the limited storage available, we take advantage of the
strong aﬃnity of users to certain types of content. SCORE
consists of a predictor that assigns a personalised probability
of viewing for each content item scheduled to be broadcast,
and an optimiser that decides which items to store based on
the probabilities and storage space available.
Our evaluations show that given access to just 32GB of
storage, an oracle with complete knowledge of users’ future
accesses could, depending on parameter values of the energy
model we use, the bit rate used for streaming, etc., save up
to 97% of peak traﬃc, and up to 74% of the energy. For similar parameter values, SCORE is able to recover more than
60% of the energy and traﬃc savings obtained by the oracle.
Dependency on parameter values is resolved using sensitivity analysis. SCORE is conservative in choosing items to
oﬄoad because speculative recording of items not watched
later increases energy consumption. If traﬃc is the only
consideration, content can be oﬄoaded more aggressively as
there is no penalty for being wrong. This can achieve an
additional 5% traﬃc reduction. The diﬀerence can be seen
as the “price of being green”.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. §2 discusses
related work. §3 introduces BBC iPlayer and clariﬁes TV
terminology. §4 characterises properties of the BBC iPlayer
workload and their implications for content delivery. §5 introduces SCORE and the details of its design. §6 evaluates
the energy and traﬃc savings of SCORE in relation to the
optimal savings achievable by an oracle. §7 concludes by discussing deployability concerns and limitations of our study.

P1: Load spreading The support for time-shifted viewing is used extensively: Although content broadcast
during TV prime time is also popular on catch-up, accesses are more distributed in time, resulting in a more
even spread of peak time load.
P2: High engagement Users show a high engagement: the
proportion of short-intervalled catch-up streams (i.e.,
streams abandoned or stopped after a short period of
viewing) is relatively small. This is in contrast with
the previously reported high-levels of short-intervalled
viewing due to channel surﬁng in traditional TV.
P3: Strong preferences Users exhibit strong preferences.
Shorter content of duration 30 or 60 minutes is more
popular than longer duration content such as feature
ﬁlms. Serialised content items (TV shows broadcast
as a sequence of episodes, typically one per week) are
especially popular, as are certain speciﬁc genres.

2. RELATED WORK
This paper makes two contributions. The ﬁrst is an characterisation of the catch-up workload. A number of seminal works [24, 13, 8, 12] have examined diﬀerent forms of
TV and video-on-demand delivery over the Internet. These
range from walled garden IPTV architectures to P2P live
streaming workloads. We add to this list by examining a
catch-up TV workload. An important diﬀerence from previous work is that we ﬁnd “scanning” or “channel zapping”
behaviours to be much smaller than previously reported [24,
8], which we conjecture to be a result of the detailed Program Guide Information made available to users in our catch
up system before they start streaming.
Our second contribution is the development of a simple
algorithm to automatically store content that is likely to be
watched by users later on. It has been recognised before
that a large amount of savings can be realised by oﬄoading content from the servers [14]. In walled-garden IPTV
approaches, when the operator has control over the network, caching at appropriate locations and branch points
within the network can be eﬀective [21, 4, 6]. Deployments operating over the public Internet have to rely on
end-users, and a popular strategy is to use P2P approaches
where users collaboratively download from each other to de-

These properties imply a natural scalability of catch-up that
makes it easier to deliver over the public Internet than traditional linear TV. For instance, P1 indicates that catch-up
has better network utilisation than traditional TV, with less
pronounced peaks and troughs in diurnal traﬃc patterns.
Users typically ﬁnish what they start watching (P2), also
leading to better network utilisation, with fewer “wasted”
streams. Moreover, P2 suggests that content delivery architectures could consider aggressively prefetching large chunks
of content in advance of their view deadlines, when bandwidth and other network resources are available. P3 can
form the basis for choosing which subsets of content to cache,
or sophisticated personalised content delivery architectures.
Next, taking advantage of the properties of high engagement and strong user preferences, we design and evaluate
the Speculative Content Oﬄoading and Recording Engine
(SCORE), which attempts to convert on-demand catch-up
accesses to DVR-like recording followed by time-shifted viewing. SCORE decreases the network footprint of catch-up
2
The BBC Parliament channel, which has fewer viewers
compared to other channels.
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preferred times for viewing etc. may be used to decide which
programs to ﬁt into the prime time slots.
The broadcast schedule of a channel for the coming week
is typically known in advance and is often available as an
Electronic Program Guide (EPG). This information usually
classiﬁes the content item into well-known genres, such as
drama, comedy, factual, and so on. Other information may
include the names of actors involved, a blurb or summary
describing the content item, etc.

crease server load. However, supporting the delivery constraints of streaming in P2P architectures typically introduces complexity such as elaborate mesh/tree topology construction [16, 7], or careful chunk-scheduling strategies [3,
22, 10, 15]. Instead of peers, SCORE exploits the existing broadcast channel to decrease server and network load.
While this makes the solution speciﬁc to catch-up TV, it
also makes the design of SCORE very straightforward.
Functionality similar to SCORE is available on some commercially available DVRs, but there are diﬀerences. For
example, some DVRs, such as TiVo, assist in content discovery by recommending new programs to watch [20]. Our
goal is similar but with an important diﬀerence: we wish
to learn the existing viewing habits of users and anticipate
their usage of catch-up TV. TiVo essentially records as many
relevant suggestions as possible, as low priority items to be
erased if user-requested recordings require space. SCORE
is much more conservative because recording content not
watched later on wastes energy. Recent commercial oﬀerings
in the USA such as “Primetime Anytime”3 from DISH, automatically record evening prime time shows for the four major
broadcast networks during evening Prime Time. Sky TV in
the UK follows a similar approach. The programs recorded
by these oﬀerings are expected to be the most popular shows.
However, recording all the top-n shows for all users could
yield negative energy savings (§6.2.1). For n = 10, which
yields the best energy savings, the personalised SCORE approach outperforms the one-size-ﬁts-all top-n approach both
in energy and traﬃc savings.

3.

3.2 TV content access in the UK
TV content can be delivered in many ways. To provide
context for SCORE, which presupposes access to a DVR,
we give a brief overview of common TV-related hardware
and service delivery options in the UK: The ﬁrst delivery
mechanism is over-the-air broadcasts. This used to be analog signals, but has shifted to Digital Terrestrial Transmission (DTT) as with many other countries. A popular option to receive DTT broadcasts is using so-called Freeview
or YouView boxes. These are sold without the need for a
content subscription, and receive many over-the-air transmissions. All but the most basic Freeview model have an
integrated hard drive-based Set-Top Box (STB); many can
be connected to the Internet. Thus access to high-end DVR
storage is available even to users without a cable connection.
Cable and satellite TVs are other common ways to receive
content. Cable and satellite connections typically include a
set-top box. Many STBs include a hard drive to store programs; this is suﬃcient for SCORE. Increasingly, an Internet
connection is becoming a part of this setup, and is used to
access either proprietary content on-demand from the cable/satellite provider or catch-up services from the content
provider. Internet-connected TVs and TVs connected to
games consoles may also include an iPlayer “app” and typically have local storage available.

PRELIMINARIES

This section introduces the BBC iPlayer, the data set we
use, and TV-related terminology used.

3.1 TV content terminology
Television industries in diﬀerent countries use slightly different terminology, and the same term sometimes has diﬀerent meanings. Terms are used in this paper as follows:
TV shows, also known as programs (brit. programmes),
are typically serialised into chunks known as episodes. Individual episodes, which we interchangeably refer to as content
items, form the basic unit of broadcast. Usually, one new
episode is broadcast per week, although the same episode
can sometimes be broadcast at multiple times. A run of
several connected episodes is known as a series or season;
some programs can run for several seasons. Although there
can be one-oﬀ broadcasts of content items (e.g., movies), we
treat these as part of a program series with just one episode.
TV shows are assigned to a channel owned by the content provider or broadcaster. In traditional broadcast and
cable TV, the channel represents the basic unit by which a
user may select content for watching. At any time, a channel can only broadcast one content item; this introduces a
linear schedule for content items. Thus traditional TV is
sometimes known as linear TV.
Because the linear schedule is enforced on all users, an
extremely important decision for traditional TV is deciding
which content items to broadcast when on each channel.
Audience numbers dramatically increase during a few hours
in the evenings, known as prime time. Complex analytics
including expected demographics, viewership numbers, their
3

3.3 BBC iPlayer
The BBC has a number of local and national TV and radio
channels, which broadcast content over the air in the UK.
The BBC iPlayer makes this broadcast content available on
the iPlayer website for a ﬁxed period of days after the broadcast, depending on content licensing terms and other policies. Thus, the iPlayer provides an alternate “over-the-top”
access mechanism for content which is typically broadcast
over the air. iPlayer additionally provides live streaming access to content currently being broadcast, but accessing a
live video stream requires a TV license to be paid for annually. After the broadcast, the content is available for “catch
up” viewing, and may be accessed even without a TV license, for viewers within the UK. Because of the free access
after the broadcast, the BBC iPlayer is widely used within
the UK as a catch up TV service; and to date has been used
by an estimated 40% of online adults in the UK. Both live
and catch-up iPlayer are entirely free of advertisements (ads)
since the content programming is supported by TV licensing fees; user actions such as program abandonment may be
attributed to content rather than ads and ad breaks.

3.4 Dataset
This paper studies a dataset derived from eight weeks of
access logs to BBC iPlayer, from 04-Sep-2010 to 31-Oct2010. Live streams have been ﬁltered out, capturing ondemand or “catch up” access occuring after the broadcast.

http://dishuser.org/ptat.php
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Catch-up represents the majority of accesses. In September,
for example, Live TV viewing represented about 10% of all
accesses; catch up constituted the remaining 90%.
One in every four accesses to iPlayer during this period
is recorded in the access log, giving a 25% sample of all accesses. This negatively aﬀects our evaluation of the energy
and traﬃc savings achievable by SCORE. We discuss this
further in §7.1. However, all the measurements characterising the workload in §4 are percentages or fractions that are
expected to be robust against a uniformly sampled workload.
The access logs are time stamps of the start and end of the
streaming of one content item to one user. Altogether, the
ﬁltered trace consists of 32,691,343 streams from 5,985,458
users. These streams cover 37,728 unique content items
(episodes) from 3,518 programs broadcast over 73 channels.
In addition, the BBC maintains web pages about each
programme and episode which has been broadcast. By harvesting this data, we are able to augment the historical access logs with broadcast-related information such as the time
and channel of broadcast, and the theoretical duration of the
content item. We also identify each content item as belonging to one (or more) of eleven genres: kids, drama, learning, factual, music, news, religion and ethics (r&e), sport,
weather, comedy and entertainment (entert.).

4.
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Figure 1: Normalised distributions of access times by hour
of day, and the broadcast times of accessed items. Items
broadcast during 7-11pm are very popular on catch-up, but
the access hour is more evenly distributed.

4.1.1 On-demand access spreads load over time
First, we investigate when users access catch-up content,
compared to broadcast times (Fig. 1). The dashed line in
each time slot depicts the number of accesses (normalised by
total number of accesses) to programs broadcast during the
given hour of day. This clearly shows that items broadcast
during evening hours (corresponding closely to TV “prime
time”) are much more popular than other content. This can
be seen as conﬁrmation that linear TV schedule has chosen
the most popular shows for prime time, and that the same
shows are popular both on linear and catch-up TV.
The dashed line also indicates the load distribution that
would be seen if users were accessing content “live”, as it
is being broadcast. Instead, the solid line shows the actual (normalised) load distribution observed. This is much
more evenly distributed, although a deﬁned peak and trough
is still observed, corresponding to users’ evening free times
and daytime work hours respectively. We conclude that ondemand spreads load over time, resulting in better network
utilisation – a catch-up only service just needs to be provisioned for the lower peak, rather than the pronounced peak
load that over-the-top live or linear TV needs to handle.

CHARACTERISING CATCH-UP

This section characterises the workload presented by catchup access in the BBC iPlayer trace, and discusses the implications on designing content delivery architectures for catchup. We ﬁrst ask how users watch catch-up, and understand
this in terms of what is known about linear TV. The main
diﬀerence arises from the fact that content items may only
be watched according to a pre-determined schedule in linear TV, whereas catch-up gives users control over when and
what they watch. We then study in more detail what people
watch, and use this as input to the design of SCORE.

4.1 How users watch catch-up TV
Choosing content to watch on catch-up TV is typically
very diﬀerent from traditional or linear TV. In linear TV,
programs are broadcast at pre-determined times, and switching through channels (e.g. using a remote control) is thought
to be the main method of choosing what to watch [8]. Although Electronic Program Guide (EPG) information (e.g.
genre, duration, summary blurb, actors involved) is usually
available, this is oﬀ the main content selection process. In
contrast, catch-up is a form of video-on-demand; users are
in direct control of when to watch, and choose what they are
going to watch from a selection of available content. Further, detailed EPG information is usually available to users
before they make their choice.
This section investigates the impact of giving users control
over when and what to watch. We ﬁnd that allowing users
the choice of when to watch their content decreases the peak
time load and spreads it out more evenly across time. We
also ﬁnd that program abandonment rates are smaller than
previously reported for linear TV. We conjecture that this
could be a result of users being in control of what they want
to watch. Together, these two results imply that catch-up
has better network utilisation characteristics than linear TV:
fewer streams are wasted as a result of lower abandonment
rates; and the network and content delivery servers have to
be provisioned for a smaller peak because of load spreading.

4.1.2 Program abandonment rates are low
60
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Figure 2: Percentage of items abandoned, by genre, showing
relatively low abandonment rates for most, except weather.
In traditional TV setups, it has been shown that users
mainly ﬁnd items to watch by ﬂipping through channels;
this results in 60% of channel holding times being less than
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10 seconds [8]. In contrast, users explicitly choose what to
watch on catch-up, and can see a plot summary, actors involved, etc. before streaming. We wish to measure the effect of this on items actually streamed. We deﬁne a program stream as being abandoned if the users stops watching
it in under ﬁve minutes. This threshold is somewhat arbitrary, but has been chosen to be low enough to accommodate
most genres (e.g. many kids’ programs are only 10 minutes
long), and yet give users enough time for losing interest after
starting to view an item, or realising that they have already
viewed the episode before. On average, we ﬁnd that ≈25% of
catch-up streams are abandoned, much less than the >60%
ﬁgure reported for linear TV. Fig. 2 shows the percentage
of items abandoned, broken down by genre. Across the different categories, abandonment rates are in the region of
20–35%, with popular categories experiencing lower abandonment rates. The exception is weather-related content,
which has a high abandonment rate of over 50%. It would
seem that users only need the ﬁrst few minutes of weatherrelated programs, or may be abandoning such programs for
other reasons (e.g. they may skip to the part of the program
relevant to their region, or only look for current weather
rather than extended forecast).
Low program abandonment has implications for prefetching in diﬀerent content delivery architectures: caching architectures can prefetch large chunks of content items likely to
be watched. In SCORE below, we prefetch entire episodes,
by recording them on local storage when they are broadcast. Similarly, progressive download-based streaming architectures, and peer-to-peer live streaming architectures may
aggressively prefetch chunks which are due much later.
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Figure 3: Content length distributions: Corpus shows the
distribution of durations for all items in the content corpus.
Theoretical is the distribution of content lengths for items
watched. Actual shows the observed distribution of stream
lengths. The content corpus has the most uniform distribution of content lengths. The theoretical distribution has
nearly 90% of its mass under 60 minutes, showing that users
prefer content shorter than an hour. Theoretical and actual
distributions are close reconﬁrming low abandonment rates.
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4.2 What users prefer to watch on catch-up
The previous section discussed the impact of giving users
control over their watching pattern. This section asks what
items they watch when given this control. We consider three
axes of choice: duration of content, the type or genre of content, and whether the item is serialised, i.e., whether it belongs to a TV series comprising several episodes in sequence.
In each case, we use the same method to determine user
preferences: we ﬁrst consider the distribution of the parameter (e.g. content duration, genre or serial/non-serial) in the
content corpus. Next, we consider a weighted distribution
of the same parameter, weighted by the number of accesses.
Their relative proportions for a given parameter value indicates user preferences: If a particular value of a parameter
is overweighted in the weighted distribution compared to
the content corpus, then users prefer that value. If underweighted, users dislike that value.
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Figure 4: Distribution of episodes genres showing that
drama, comedy and kids’ programming are overweighted
compared to corpus.
Corpus is much more uniformly distributed than theoretical,
which has most of its mass under one hour. Observe further
that the relative mass of theoretical increases dramatically at
two points: 30 and 60 minutes, which corresponds to standard durations of serialised TV shows. This indicates the
relative popularity of these two kinds of content. The third
distribution, actual, gives the actual durations of streams
observed. The diﬀerence between theoretical and actual is
an indication of how much of the content is actually watched.
This includes the ≈25% of requests abandoned in the ﬁrst
ﬁve minutes. Once this is excluded, the two distributions
are even closer; suggesting high completion rates.

4.2.1 Users prefer serialised content
As a simple example of the above method, we ﬁnd that serial content constitutes roughly 53.3% of the content corpus.
Yet, in the list of items watched, serial content constitutes
nearly 79.5%. Thus, we conclude that users prefer serial
content items over non-serialised or one-oﬀ items.

4.2.3 Users prefer specific genres
Next, in Fig. 4, we consider the relative proportions of
diﬀerent genres in the content corpus compared to their proportions when weighted by the number of accesses. Genres
where the watched bar is taller than the corpus are overweighted, and hence preferred by users. This clearly indicates a strong preference for certain genres such as drama,
comedy and kids’ shows. In contrast, genres such as factual

4.2.2 Users prefer short duration content
Fig. 3 considers three distributions of content durations,
corpus, theoretical and actual. Corpus is the distribution of
content durations for each item in the catch-up content corpus. Theoretical is the distribution of durations obtained by
weighting each item by the number of times it is accessed.
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previous catch-up viewing history as inputs. The output is
a schedule of content items to record speculatively. SCORE
wakes up the DVR from sleep/stand by at the scheduled
broadcast time, records the item, and goes back to sleep.
To avoid making anomalous predictions of items to record
(which can waste energy if the recorded items are not watched
later on), SCORE runs only after obtaining a suﬃcient history from the user. Currently, the threshold is set at 25
content items in the previous 3 weeks.

programs, music and news constitute a large proportion of
the content corpus but are not watched as much. Thus,
although a public service broadcaster might provide a balanced content catalogue, users tend to prefer common kinds
of entertainment over other genres.

4.2.4 Summary and Implications
In summary, we ﬁnd that users overwhelmingly prefer serialised content, and short content of duration 30 or 60 minutes, and have a liking for certain speciﬁc genres such as
comedy, drama and kids’ programming. For content delivery
architectures, these attributes can be used to decide which
items to cache, if caching selectively. These user preferences
can also form the basis for personalised content delivery architectures, as explored in the design of SCORE below (§5).

5.

5.2 Optimiser
Speculative recording will never increase network traﬃc,
but recording content not watched later on wastes energy.
Although savings from watched items can compensate for
unwatched items over a set of recordings, there can be net
energy loss. Therefore we conservatively oﬄoad only content
which is expected to minimise the energy spent in providing
catch-up functionality (i.e., on-demand capability).
Deciding which items to record can be formulated as a
binary integer linear programming problem. Formally, given
a set of content items C that are known to be broadcast a
given week, and a space constraint that a maximum of S
bits can be stored, the task of the optimiser is to compute
a binary valued variable xi ∈ {0, 1} for each item i ∈ C.
xi = 1 if i is stored in the DVR, 0 otherwise. The decision
is based on P IP , the power consumption characteristics of
the IP streaming option, P DV R , the power consumed by the
DVR for speculative recording, and the characteristics of the
content item: the duration τi and the bitrate encoding r,
which determine the space occupied, and a weighting factor
πpi ∈ [0, 1]that encodes the probability that the user will
watch item i ∈ C based on the TV series pi that i is part of.
Note that we model energy consumed in the Internet in
terms of an energy per bit ﬁgure E b , following Baliga et
al. [5]. Although this model is based on a realistic paper design of a countrywide network, assuming data from commercially deployed networking equipment, there are, as with any
such model, several approximations involved. §6.1 provides
numerical details and discusses how we resolve the dependency on the E b value by sensitivity analysis. In practice,
for the storage levels we assume, the savings realised are
relatively insensitive to E b , especially for higher bit rates,
indicative of future trends.
Speculative recording on the DVR can save energy only if

SCORE DESIGN

In this section, we present the design of our Speculative
Content Oﬄoading and Recording Engine (SCORE). First,
in §5.1 we give an overview of how SCORE ﬁts in, as an additional software element in DVRs. Next, we discuss the components of SCORE, the optimiser which decides the contents
to store to minimise wasted energy (§5.2), and the predictor
(§5.3), which prioritises content programs for the optimiser,
based on expected aﬃnity of the user to the program.

5.1 Overview of operation

Figure 5: Schematic of a DVR/STB with SCORE
Fig. 5 shows a schematic of a DVR which includes the
SCORE element. Content can be acquired either from the
DTT interface during broadcast time, or pulled from the
IP network interface. For each content item requested by a
user, a coordinator decides whether to show the content from
(a) the DTT interface (if the content is being broadcast live
when the user requests to view), (b) the DVR (if the user had
asked the content to be recorded, or if the SCORE element
had speculatively stored the content) or (c) via IP streaming
from the Catch-up TV servers, if not stored locally.
Apart from user-requested content items, the DVR also
stores items speculatively when directed by the SCORE element. The SCORE element consists of a predictor and
an optimiser. The predictor calculates weighting factors for
each content item based on the program series to which it belongs. The decision on which items will be recorded speculatively is made by an optimiser, which calculates the expected
utility of speculatively recording an item, subject to the storage limitations, and the other items that are due to be broadcast. The SCORE optimiser is run at the beginning of every
week, using the upcoming broadcast schedule and the user’s

P IP = E b ∗ r > P DV R

(1)

However, speculative recording can still waste energy in either of two ways. First, the optimiser might decide to store
an item which is subsequently never watched; thus wasting the energy involved in speculatively storing the item in
the DVR. Second, the optimiser can decide not to store a
content item which is subsequently streamed by the user.
The function of the optimiser is to minimise wasted energy
expenditure while speculatively recording content. This is
encoded in the following decision problem:


minimize
πpi · P IP · (1 − xi ) +
(1 − πpi ) · P DV R · xi
i∈C

i∈C

subject to



(2)
r · τi · x i ≤ S

(3)

i∈C

The objective function (2) is composed of two addends. The
ﬁrst computes the expected power spent for streaming items
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Then we assess the energy (§6.2) and traﬃc (§6.3) savings
achieved for the network and the users by SCORE. In each
case, we ﬁrst use an oracle-based approach to compute the
theoretical limits of the savings achievable by speculative
recording. Next, the savings achieved by SCORE is measured relative to the oracle. Dependence on parameter values assumed is resolved by sensitivity analysis across the
range of possible values for all parameter combinations. Finally, we evaluate how SCORE would perform if we optimise
purely for traﬃc rather than energy savings (§6.4).
In computing the list of content items to speculatively
record, we focus on weeks 4, 5 and 6 of our eight-week trace.
This allows SCORE to work with the previous three weeks
of history for the predictor, and at least two weeks after the
broadcast for the user to watch the show, allowing a better
estimation of achievable savings.

which the optimiser decides not to store based on a probability of watching πpi . The second addend computes the
expected power spent speculatively recording content which
is not subsequently watched, based on the probability of not
watching 1−πpi . (3) imposes the constraint that the amount
of stored contents must to be smaller or equal to the size of
the memory S available on the DVR.
In theory, solving this decision problem accurately is NP
complete. However, note that we can adopt greedy approach
and select content items one by one in descending order of
the objective function value (2) until we run out of space
S. This works well in practice because most high probability content items are 30 or 60 minute programs; thus, this
heuristic ﬁlls available storage except for a small slot usually
< 60 minutes long.

5.3 Weighting factors

6.1 Parameters for trace-driven simulation

In (2), each program is weighted diﬀerently for each user,
based on the probability of viewing the content. To be usable in the optimiser, the end requirement from a weighting
model M is a weighting factor 0 ≤ πpM (u) ≤ 1 for each user
u and program p, with larger πpM indicating greater conﬁdence that episodes of p will be watched via IP streaming.
We develop diﬀerent models which obey this convention.
The episodic nature of TV programs and the strong preference of users for serialised content gives a simple but powerful predictor: watching a large fraction of the previous
episodes of a program is a good indication that the future
episodes will also be watched. Formally, a weighting factor
πpH can be derived for a user u who has previously watched
nup episodes of a program p with np episodes, as the frequentist probability of watching that program:
πpH (u) =

nup
np

SCORE balances two factors which contribute to energy
consumption other than on the content provider servers.
The ﬁrst factor is the energy consumed on DVRs to record
the content. We conservatively consider HD double-tuner
DVRs, which are the most energy-intensive of the simple
Set-Top Boxes under EU regulations. [1] mandates a maximum power consumption of 13W when on or on active
standby and to 1W when on passive stand-by for these devices. Therefore, the power consumption added by speculatively storing a content in the DVR, P DV R , is conservatively
taken as the maximum power diﬀerence possible between on
and stand by states, i.e., 12W.
The second factor, the energy spent in the IP network to
transport the content to the user, is much harder to quantify. Our use case of distributing content from a national
broadcaster to audiences within the country over the public
Internet closely ﬁts the assumed model of Baliga et al. [5],
which is based on a paper design of a national-level network
in a broadband-enabled country, and includes a video distribution network for applications such as Video on Demand.
The model makes detailed calculations using realistic numbers from various networking equipment currently deployed
commercially, and provides a convenient method to calculate energy consumption parameterised in terms of E b , the
average energy per bit transported. However, as with other
current energy models for the Internet, this introduces assumptions about the models and technology of networking
equipment used, network hops from server to user, network
over-provisioning and multiplexing levels, etc. To account
for these uncertainties, Baliga et al. derive a range of values
possible for this ﬁgure, from E b = 75μJ for current networks
down to E b = 2μJ, for a future energy-eﬃcient all-optical
network. Power consumed can be calculated as P IP = E b r
where r is the bit rate encoding of the content provider.
Given the inherent uncertainty and approximations involved in coming up with these values, we perform a sensitivity analysis over a range of values. The bit rate is varied
as r ∈ {480, 800, 1500, 5000}Kbps. r0 = 800Kbps represents
the current default rate4 ; higher rates show currently available, and potential future encoding rates. We experiment
with E b ∈ { 75
, 75
, 75
, 75}μJ, to see the eﬀects over four (bi8
4
2

(4)

A second possibility is to weight each program based on the
aﬃnity of the user to the genre(s) of the program. Adopting a vector space approach, we assign each user u a vector
gu = (gu1 , gu2 , . . . , gum ), where guj is the number of content
items of the jth genre watched by the user. Similarly, each
program p is assigned a vector gp = (gp1 , gp2 , . . . , gpm ), where
gpj is the number of episodes of p tagged with the jth genre.
The genre-based weight πpG is then calculated as the cosine
similarity between the user’s genres and program’s genres:
gu · gp
(5)
πpG (u) =
gu  gp 
We can combine this with the previous predictor as follows:
πpG+H (u) = max(πpH (u), πpG (u))

(6)

Clearly, more sophisticated predictors can be developed.
In particular, we experimented with an item-item collaborative ﬁltering-based predictor, that predicts new accesses
based on similar items accessed in the past. However, we did
not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant improvement over the simple predictors given above, and hence do not present its evaluation.

6.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section analyses the performance of SCORE using
the trace discussed before (§3.4). We compute the aggregate
energy and traﬃc savings achieved when SCORE is run by
users in our trace, and present the results as percentage savings. We ﬁrst discuss the simulation parameters used (§6.1).

4
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/bbcinternet/2009/04/
bbc_iplayer_goes_hd_adds_highe.html. However, when
operating in full-screen mode on modern laptops, BBC
iPlayer is seen to switch to 1500 Kbps.
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nary) orders of magnitude. We do not go down to E b = 2μJ,
the lowest value predicted by Baliga et al. [5], because at that
point, for the bit rates we consider, P IP < P DV R , making
it greener to stream than record on the DVR.
The amount of content that can be oﬄoaded depends on
the storage available on individual users’ DVRs. Many current DVRs may have a 500GB or 1TB hard disk. Standardised technical speciﬁcations such as YouView DVR specify a
minimum of 320 GB [23]. We assume that the SCORE element has access to a small ﬁxed size partition in this space.
As a baseline, we assume that a storage of S0 = 32GB is
available, similar to the size of “reserved” partions in architectures such as YouView [23]. We refer to this as the
constant S case. As the content encoding bitrate increases,
fewer content items can be stored in a ﬁxed size partition,
leading to decreased gains. Therefore, we also experiment
with a rate-proportional S case, where the partition size is
taken as proportional to the bit rate encoding r as S = S0 rr0 .
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Figure 7: Energy savings of SCORE relative to oracle.
low r and E b , known to result in negative energy savings, are
not shown. In general, as E b and r increase, IP streaming
consumes more energy, and the energy savings are higher.
However Fig. 6a shows that for very high bitrates, storage
can become a limiting factor: The oracle is not able to store
as many items as possible at lower bit rates, resulting in
smaller energy savings (e.g. at E b = 75μJ, the savings from
r = 5000Kbps is smaller than savings from lower bit rates).
Fig. 6b shows that this limitation is overcome when the storage is proportional to bit rate encoding. Fig. 6c shows the
maximum savings achievable, by removing all storage constraints. If every item can be stored locally when broadcast,
up to 97% savings can be achieved at high r and E b . The
maximum savings are ≈ 75% considering a constant storage
S0 = 32GB, and ≈ 90% considering a rate-proportional S.

6.2 Understanding energy savings
The energy beneﬁts are quantiﬁed by computing the metE IP − E SCORE
ric Energy Savings =
· 100, where E IP is
E IP
the energy consumption of streaming all the contents and
E SCORE is the energy consumption using SCORE.
We wish to understand energy savings at two levels. First,
we quantify the potential of content oﬄoading. Second, we
measure the savings achieved by SCORE. However, we ﬁrst
examine the need for personalisation.

6.2.1 Understanding the need for personalisation
n:
1
10
20
50
100
% savings: 3.3% 4.6% -5.7% -38.1% -99.0%
Table 1: Indiscriminately recording most popular n items
for every user leads to negative energy savings (E b = 75μJ,
r = 800Kbps, S = 32GB, week 6)
As a baseline, we ﬁrst study a simple and straightforward
approach to content oﬄoading: oﬄoading the most popular
content to all users. Table 1 shows that doing so can lead
to large numbers of unwatched items; recording items not
watched wastes energy, resulting in decreased energy savings
as n is increased. We see a net energy loss for n = 20 and
beyond, motivating the need for a personalised, user-speciﬁc
solution as developed by SCORE. The best energy savings
are for a top10 approach of saving the most popular 10 items
for every user. §6.2.3 and §6.3.2 show that our personalised
solution can indeed perform better than this baseline.

6.2.3 Energy savings in SCORE
Next, we study the savings achieved by SCORE, given access to S0 = 32GB 6 . Fig. 7 performs a sensitivity analysis
and shows the average energy savings by using SCORE for
diﬀerent combinations of parameter choices. For low values of r and E b , the achievable energy savings are small,
and errors in speculatively recording content which are not
watched later can in fact lead to negative energy savings.
However, at higher bit rates, savings appear to be relatively
insensitive to the assumed values of E b and SCORE can recover 40-60% of the optimal savings achieved by the oracle.

6.3 Understanding traffic savings
Next we study traﬃc savings by computing the metric:
QIP − QSCORE
95
Peak bandwidth savings = 95
, where QSCORE
95
QIP
95
IP
th
and Q95 are the 95 percentile bandwidth taken across 5
minutes intervals by using SCORE and by streaming all the
contents, respectively. This metric is intended to approximate the reductions in operating costs for ISPs, and uses
the 95th percentile bandwidth because many ISPs’ Service
Level Agreements (SLAs) are based on this ﬁgure.

6.2.2 Oracle-based savings
To understand the full potential of content oﬄoading, we
consider the best-case scenario for a personalised solution:
an oracle that has full knowledge of future content consumption decides oﬄoads. Every item stored is guaranteed to be
watched by the user. In this scenario, the achievable savings
are limited only by the size of the storage available.
Fig. 6 shows the results, for diﬀerent combinations of parameter settings5 . The energy savings metric depends on
E b and r, which determine the power consumed by the IP
streaming option, and S, which determines the amount of
content that can be oﬄoaded. Only those combinations
where inequality (1) holds are considered; combinations of
5

0.4

6.3.1 Oracle-based savings
Fig. 8 shows the traﬃc savings obtained using an oracle
with complete knowledge of future accesses. Unlike the energy savings computation, the oracle-based traﬃc savings
do not depend on E b , but only on r, the bit rate encoding,
6
Due to space constraints, only the more challenging constant S case is presented for SCORE energy & traﬃc savings.

Error bars in all ﬁgures show 95% conﬁdence intervals.
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Figure 6: Average energy savings (%) with oracle for diﬀerent E , r and S parameter combinations.
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savings obtained by SCORE for diﬀerent parameter settings. Note that unlike the oracle case, the savings with
SCORE depend on E b as well as r and S. This is because
the items to download are decided as a side eﬀect of saving
energy (Eq. (2), also see discussion in §6.4). As with energy,
SCORE typically recovers ≈ 40–60% of the traﬃc savings
achieved by the oracle, using 32GB storage6 . These savings
are relatively insensitive to assumed values of E b .
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Figure 10: Comparing green or energy-conscious variant of
SCORE (Eq. (2)) with the traﬃc-conscious or non-green
version (Eq. (7)) shows that being green achieves 40% more
savings in energy at the expense of only 5% more traﬃc.
(E b = 75μJ, r = 1500Kbps, S = 32GB)

Figure 8: Peak bandwidth savings of oracle.
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6.4 The price of being green
Eq. (2) decides which items to store speculatively based
on their expected energy savings. Thus, even if storage is
available, our implementation might decide not to save a
content item because the expected energy savings may be
negative, if our belief that the item will be watched (Eq. (6))
is low enough. If the content item ends up being watched, it
represents a missed opportunity to save traﬃc. We evaluate
this “price of being green”, by changing the optimiser to the
following “non-green” problem, which purely minimises the
probability that a recorded content is not watched:

minimize
πpi · (1 − xi )
(7)

Figure 9: SCORE peak bandwidth savings relative to oracle
which determines the size of the IP ﬂow, and S, the storage
available on the DVR, which determines the amount of content which can be oﬄoaded; an oracle with inﬁnite storage
can oﬄoad all the traﬃc. Therefore we only study the variation in savings for diﬀerent values of r and ﬁnite values of S.
The ﬁgure highlights that peak bandwidth is insensitive to
the bit rate for rate-proportional S, because the memory size
per content item remains constant across bit rates. Fig. 8
shows that the peak bandwidth savings can be up to 96%
(i.e., peak bandwidth with the oracle can be as low as 4%
of the peak without oracle-based oﬄoading), but the peak
bandwidth savings rapidly decreases when storage becomes
a constraint (constant S scenario, for higher bandwidths).

i∈C

subject to the memory constraint, Eq. (3).
Fig. 10 shows the impact of greening on the energy and
traﬃc savings in terms of the ratio of the savings achieved
in the energy aware or “green” case considered previously
(Eq. (2)) to the savings achieved using the “non-green” case
(Eq. (7)). The black bars show that the green solution

6.3.2 Traffic benefits from SCORE
Fig. 9 shows a sensitivity analysis of the peak bandwidth
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of catch-up TV, we will not know that the user regularly
watches the TV show. We emphasise that an actual deployment will not have this problem, and can in fact record
a show simply based on previous history of watching other
episodes. Third, our dataset is sampled. This negatively
aﬀects us in two ways – if a historic access is missing due to
sampling, we may be unable to predict a future access. On
the other hand, we may predict an access that does happen
in reality, but gets sampled out of the trace; our trace-based
evaluation will not recognise the savings.
Despite these diﬃculties, we can, depending on parameter settings, recover more than 60% of the traﬃc and energy
savings achieved by an omniscient oracle with full knowledge
of a user’s future consumption. We conservatively choose
to oﬄoad only content which can save energy. Optimising
purely for traﬃc can yield an additional 5% traﬃc savings.
Furthermore, especially at higher bit rates which are indicative of present and near future catch-up deployments, these
savings appear to be relatively insensitive to the assumptions we make about E b , the energy per bit transported,
the main parameter of the simpliﬁed energy model used.

saves up to 40% more energy compared to the non-green solution.The white bars highlight that using energy-unaware
SCORE, we could only achieve a traﬃc savings that is about
1.05 times greater, for the parameter settings indicated. This
gap would be bigger if we consider lower values of E b .

7.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We are currently witnessing the long-predicted convergence of IP and media networks in various forms. While this
has oﬀered additional functionality such as catch-up TV—
the ability to watch TV programs on-demand, over the public Internet, without a dedicated infrastructure setup—the
encroaching of TV content on the IP network can lead to
additional network traﬃc and energy consumption.
Our contributions are twofold. Our ﬁrst contribution is a
characterisation of the catch-up TV workload, showing that
catch-up has excellent network utilisation compared to traditional TV because on-demand spreads load over time and
because stream abandonment rates are lower. Further, we
showed that users prefer content shorter than one hour, and
have a strong preference for episodic or serialised content,
and certain genres such as comedy, drama and kids’ shows.
Our second contribution is a simple approach that leverages the broadcast nature of TV, and the strong user preference for episodic and genre-based content to reduce the
energy and traﬃc footprint of catch-up. The core of our
proposal is to speculatively record content as it is being
broadcast, using storage local to the user, such as those
found on DVRs. Later requests for catch-up viewing can
be served locally instead of incurring a network footprint.
As a realisation of this concept, we presented the Speculative Content Oﬄoading and Recording Engine (SCORE).
For a given user, SCORE selects program episodes to record
based on predicted aﬃnity of the user to the program. We
suggested simple predictors based on the aﬃnity of users to
serialised content and to speciﬁc genres.
Our main motivation in developing SCORE was to demonstrate that it is relatively easy to oﬄoad catch-up video
streams from the Internet, and that signiﬁcant savings can
be obtained as a result. Below, we conclude brieﬂy discuss
two aspects that may need to be addressed for wider applicability of SCORE.

7.2 Deployability and hardware requirements
As described earlier (§5.1), SCORE can operate as a software addition to DVRs. For wide applicability, SCORE
needs to be deployable on existing DVRs, and DVRs should
be widely available/used. Many DVR speciﬁcations include
over-the-air or Internet-based software update mechanisms [23,
2]; these can be used to roll out the functionality of SCORE
to existing DVRs. As noted in §3.2, many options to obtain
TV content include DVR-like storage. Indeed, DVRs have
over 50% penetration in major markets such as the US and
UK [17, 11]. Thus, we believe SCORE has the potential to
be widely deployed. Moreover, SCORE can be deployed independently by users; beneﬁts to the system increase with
each additional user, allowing incremental deployability.
The core functionality of SCORE, oﬄoading content, requires only a basic DVR with user-local storage and a TV
tuner. However, in order to seamlessly switch to IP streaming when the content is not available on local storage, an
internet-connected DVR is required. Users with more basic DVRs need to manually switch to an Internet connected
device as fallback.
In the current setting, many users who do not own a TV or
DVR use the on-demand interface (e.g. Hulu, BBC iPlayer)
through their laptop/desktops as their primary means for
accessing TV content. For such users, a DVR-based solution may be too cumbersome. In principle, our solution
only requires some form of user-local storage and the capability to record broadcasts; thus, SCORE can be deployed
for computer-based users using a simple TV tuner attached
to a computer. SCORE can operate as a daemon that selectively records content as it is broadcast, onto the computer’s
hard drive. Alternately, if saving peak-period traﬃc is the
only consideration, the concept of SCORE can be used to selectively prefetch content to the laptop/desktop during night
time, or other periods when spare bandwidth is available.

7.1 Better predictors for SCORE
Clearly, the performance of SCORE depends on the quality of the predictors used. In this work, we proposed very
simple predictors based on episode histories, and genre aﬃnity. We experimented with a more sophisticated item-item
collaborative ﬁltering approach, but for entire range of parameter values we assumed, no signiﬁcant improvement was
observed. Hence we present only the simpler alternative.
Our analysis may have been hindered by a few factors:
First, other systems such as Netﬂix and TiVo which recommend items to watch per user can rely on users’ ratings
for previous content items watched. This information is not
available to us. We can only rely on information that a
user watched a particular TV show, but we cannot infer
how much she liked it. Second, we are trying to predict
which items will be watched on catch-up TV. This is a harder
problem than predicting which items will be watched: some
episodes may be watched on “catch-up” because the vagaries
of a user’s schedule might have prevented her from watching
the episode as it was broadcast. Since our data only consists
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